GOLF SHOES with SYLFLEX*—tanned leathers that shed water—yet breathe!

Fairways damp, weather threatening? Enjoy your game without worrying about your feet! ETONIC Syflex-tanned golf shoes shed water despite flexing, help keep your feet dry and comfortable! Yes, ETONICS stay soft and flexible, keep their handsome smart appearance long after ordinary golf shoes have been discarded. Ask your Pro to show you the newest ETONIC Syflex styles for men and women.

7750 Handsome tan SYLFLEX moc blucher.

7775 Tan SYLFLEX saddle strap brogue.

CHARLES A. EATON COMPANY
BROCKTON, MASS.
Fine Bootmakers Since 1876

AMERICA'S LARGEST SELLING GOLF SHOES
**FAST-GROWING FAVORITE**
of GOLFERS and PROS

Con-Voy

golf carts
with outstanding advantages

*PULLS EASIER*
Perfect balance, aluminum, die-cast, ball-bearing wheels minimize pulling effort.

*FOLDS QUICKLY, EASILY*
Locks positively with an easy squeeze of pistol grips.

*RUGGED, DURABLE*
Light yet strong...of airplane-type aluminum alloy.

Rolls With Wheels
Folded, Saves Space
Wheels fold in and cart stores upright in less than a square foot.

CON-VOY Golf Carts
from $29.95 retail

---

The ASSISTANTS' DEPARTMENT

This is the first appearance of a new department in GOLFDOM. This department, devoted to the problems and progress of assistants, is the result of innumerable talks and much correspondence with pros and assistants.

The constantly growing demands and responsibilities in pro department operations, increasing operating costs and the difficulty of organizing a training program for assistants seriously concern master pros and assistants who eventually will graduate into first class jobs of their own in the expanding golf field.

Queries asked of GOLFDOM will be handled in this department. The department will not run every issue but will appear frequently.

Q—The majority of young men who apply to me for a job as an assistant seem to want to play golf and not work at it. What have other pros found helpful in reminding assistants they can't expect to get paid for playing?

A—Max Elbin, pro at Burning Tree Club and Pres., Mid-Atlantic PGA, suggests that the head pro allot definite time for the practice or play of assistants so an assistant's attention to his own game will be a balanced part of the job.

If the assistant's playing or practicing time is on schedule—generally early in

---

COLBY PIONEER PEAT

Products for building and maintaining golf greens are available in winter storage for prompt shipment.
BLACK—cultivated fine milled for top dressing.
BROWN—peat for building new greens.
GREENS—top dressing (1/3 peat - 1/3 sharp sand and 1/3 loam), or any required proportion.

QUOTATIONS on materials packed in plastic lined bags, or in bulk gladly furnished.

COLBY PIONEER PEAT CO.
P.O. Box 115 HANLOUTOWN, IOWA
the morning—then the lad can spend the rest of the day in the shop, giving lessons, starting play or at other duties to which the pro assigns him.

Max believes that some assistants have legitimate kicks about being kept around the shop all the time. He also believes that it is mutually profitable for the pro and assistant to be together every once in a while when the assistant is practicing and could profit from some expert supervision and help.

Elbin is of the opinion that the youngster wanting to play or practice instead of doing work that serves members, earns for the pro department and justifies pay, hasn’t had a clear understanding of the job. He suggests that the hiring pro tell in detail what the job will be, something about the training program, and make it clear that the pro also is interested in the kid becoming a good player and a credit to the pro who hired him and helped him develop.

Q—I don’t know much about fitting clubs. Where can I learn?

A—Older pros say that there are too many younger pros who don’t know much about fitting clubs because nothing has replaced the training in club fitting that was received when bench clubmaking was general practice.

Some pros during Senior Week at PGA National Course at Dunedin, Fla., frankly admitted they hadn’t paid too much attention to training assistants in club fitting, outside of switching some sales in their shops when assistants were making grave mistakes in selling clubs. They remarked that they lately have been devoting more time to discussing club fitting with their assistants.

There is very emphatic agreement among experienced pros that club fitting is of utmost importance in enlarging and protecting the pros’ market status. Expert pros and salesmen say that lack of knowledge of club fitting handicaps young pros in ordering club stocks they should have in order to sell more clubs to members and help members’ scoring.

Jack Isaacs, pro at Langley Air Force Base GC, who sells a great many clubs and puts strong accent on expert fitting, says that the lesson and practice tee is the place to learn and test the fitting of clubs.

Most of the Isaacs’ club buyers are young fliers and their wives. Jack says that clubs fitted to golfers who are 20 or older usually stay fitted until design improve-

ATTENTION:
Golf Pros, Country Clubs, Private Courses, Municipal Courses...

NEW!

Earn More with
TAYLORCAR
electric powered GOLFCAR!

Goes over 36 holes on 1 Charge!

There’s more earning power in TAYLORCAR, the Golfcar with big car design! 30-volt power plant goes over 36 holes without re-charging. Golfers can play two rounds.

No more golf widows! Wives can enjoy weekends with hubby while he golfs. More twilight players. Speeds up duffers’ play. Popular with golfers.

Proven performance. Built for years of trouble-free service by TAYLOR. TAYLOR cars and trucks have traveled tens of thousands of miles in large industrial plants.

It will pay you to investigate today. Write for FREE catalog.

TAYLOR MANUFACTURING CO.
2114 West Ball Rd. ANAHEIM, CALIF
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CLEARY PRODUCTS for BETTER TURF

PMAS

The DOUBLE ACTION Herbicide/Fungicide kills Crabgrass and prevents and controls Dollar Spot, Small Brown Patch, Copper Spot, Snow Mold and Helminthosporium Curvularia.

SPOTRÊTE

A dry 75% THIRAM material to control and prevent Large Brown Patch, Dollar Spot and Snow Mold. It is compatible with PMAS for application in hot humid weather when the threat of turf disease is most prevalent.

CADDY

... is LIQUID Cadmium for the prevention and control of Dollar Spot, Copper Spot, and Pink Patch. Quickly mixed it stays in suspension until entire tank is discharged.

METHAR

MENTHAR (Disodium Monomethylarsionate) has been found to give highly effective crabgrass control. Its ease of mixing and low level toxicity merit its addition to the well planned control program. Packed in 25 lb., 50 lb., and 100 lb. containers.

W. A. CLEARY CORP.
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

• • • is LIQUID Cadmium for the prevention and control of Dollar Spot, Copper Spot, and Pink Patch. Quickly mixed it stays in suspension until entire tank is discharged.

MENTHAR (Disodium Monomethylarsionate) has been found to give highly effective crabgrass control. Its ease of mixing and low level toxicity merit its addition to the well planned control program. Packed in 25 lb., 50 lb., and 100 lb. containers.

W. A. CLEARY CORP.
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

DBA LIQUID - LUSTRE GOLF BALL WASH
WITH RUST PREVENTATIVE ADDED

Insure satisfied golfers by using DBA Liquid-Lustre in your ball washers.
• Costs as little as 2¢ per washer per week
• Safe for washers... will not cause rusting
• No unpleasant odor — EVER!

ORDER YOUR SUPPLY TODAY!
Per Single Gallon ............................................ $4.50
5 gallons, per gallon ................................ 4.25
Order from your dealer or direct from DBA and give dealers name.

DBA PRODUCTS CO., INC.
Deerfield, Illinois

ments make a new set advisable but men and women in their 40s or older should have clubs checked for fit every few years.

It's the physique and type of swing that determine the proper club specifications, of course, but just how is something that can't be learned from books. The classic examples of variations in club fitting are small Bobby Cruickshank's successful use of long-shafted clubs and Long Jim Barnes, with his bent-over address, using short-shafted clubs.

Tommy Armour devoted a chapter in his best-seller "How To Play Your Best Golf All the Time" to clubs. Armour wrote "Properly fitted clubs are the only part of improved golf that anyone can buy." He told of watching new pupils of his hit a few balls, then stopping them because their clubs, although expensive, just weren't the clubs for them.

Should Be Jailed

Armour has mentioned in his newspaper golf lessons one case of a foreign woman celebrity coming to Boca Raton for golf instruction, bringing clubs that were too heavy and stiff-shafted for the muscular Tommy. Tommy privately declares that too often he sees golfers whose clubs are so poorly fitted that the sellers of the implements, in the vehement Armour's own words, "should be jailed."

In considering a program for the proposed short course for PGA pros and assistants, Emil Beck and Irvin Schloss, co-chairmen of the committee conducting the educational sessions at Dunedin, plan to schedule club fitting discussions.

In the meanwhile about the best thing the younger pro can do is talk over this problem with older pros at every opportunity.

Q—Where can I get good practical books...
NITRO-FORM... Amazing New 38% Nitrogen...

WILL BE IN PLENTIFUL SUPPLY this year! It’s now ready for the market . . . wonderful news for those associated with the turf industry!

NITRO-FORM is not just another nitrogen fertilizer ... it’s a completely new source of urea-form nitrogen on the market and can be applied with complete safety. It will not burn even when used in excessive amounts.

NITRO-FORM is one of the new urea-form compounds developed after 15 years of research by the United States Department of Agriculture.

5 BIG ADVANTAGES!

1. FEEDS LONGER ... 24 weeks or more . . . one feeding lasts entire season.
2. FEEDS EVENLY ... no soft, extravagant growth ... steady, healthy development.
3. FEEDS SAFELY ... won’t burn even in high temperatures and bright sun.
4. WON’T LEACH ... stays put, won’t wash away or form toxic salts.
5. ECONOMICAL ... 1 feeding equals 5 or 6 of chemical nitrogen, 3 to 4 of sludge; saves labor, storage and handling.

SEND TODAY for this FREE booklet about NITRO-FORM and how it will help you!
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TIEE OFF
THIS SPRING WITH
NITRO-FORM

THE GREATEST NAME IN
UREA-FORM NITROGEN

DIVISION OF
WOONSOCKET COLOR & CHEMICAL CO.
92 SUNNYSIDE AVE.
WOONSOCKET, RHODE ISLAND
Now, with MH-40, you can actually slow the growth of grasses of your roughs and you can reduce cuttings to as few as twice a season. Think what a saving this means in labor and equipment costs.

Order MH-40 from your local supplier today. Contact us if unable to locate source of supply.

SEE—Naugatuck Chemical Division, United States Rubber Company, at work on NBC's "Color Spread" TV spectacular, Sunday, March 25, 7:30 PM, EST.
Ford's Special Utility Tractors give you the power you need to handle a wide range of golf course maintenance jobs—and at a rock-bottom price!

Attach a mower and keep fairways clipped the way you want them. Or, attach a new Ford "Step On" Loader and handle 1000 pound loads of trap sand and gravel easier and faster.

With other low-cost equipment you can use the same Ford Tractor to save time and labor on such jobs as aerifying, seeding, fertilizing, rolling, plowing snow, building and repairing tees, traps and bunkers.

Ford's Special Utility Tractors are priced exceptionally low—lower, in fact, than many other units you'd use just for mowing! And, on all three Special Utility models you can specify either traction-type tires or "button-tread" tires at no extra cost. Call your dealer soon, or write direct to:

TRACTOR AND IMPLEMENT DIVISION
FORD MOTOR COMPANY
Birmingham, Michigan
Supermarket Surveys Give Tips on Consumer Buying Habits

Many of the findings made by marketing experts who have extensively investigated supermarket buying habits of the American consumer can be used by the pro to increase sales in his shop.

An article in the December 1955 issue of *Esquire* magazine describing the investigations made by the market analysts, states that a huge portion of the supermarket volume comes as the result of impulse buying. Nearly 50 per cent of the shoppers walk out with at least one item they didn’t intend to buy when they came into the store. Sales psychologists attribute this to the happy and well ingrained American habit of thinking, "Well, I can always use it." Surprisingly, men tend to outdo women when it comes to impulse buying.

**Displays That Discourage**

Beautiful displays, according to the investigators, discourage rather than encourage sales. Customers are unwilling to destroy the symmetry of a well contrived display design, preferring to put off buying rather than disturb it. The suggestion here is if you’re particularly artistic in setting up a display, arrange it so that your customers can break into it without feeling they have ruined a masterpiece.

There’s even a feeling that “dump” displays move more merchandise than elaborate ones. The secret is to arrange the merchandise in them so that the labels are turned up. This, it is said, leads to reading of the fine print describing the products’ ingredients and ultimate sales if the customer is sufficiently impressed.

**Hand-Lettered Signs Best**

Reaction to signs is approximately the same as to displays. A homely, hand-lettered sign, it is claimed, attracts more attention than one set in type or drawn by a professional sign painter. At one supermarket, sales are said to have increased when the sign painting chore was turned over to stock boys and the store junked its carefully lettered signs.

It has been fairly well established that an item priced at two for 29 cents often will outsell the same article at 11 cents apiece. The reasoning behind this is that many shoppers are somewhat inadequate when it comes to handling figures. For example, many people, according to surveys, have the irrational conviction that 19 cents amount to only one-half of 20...
SOD-MASTER... the dependable sod cutter

CUTS BETTER SOD...

CLEANER
SOD-Master is the most rugged, efficient and dependable sod cutter ever developed. It's the result of over 10 years of development and field testing by experienced sod cutters. You can depend on SOD-Master, day in and day out, for more continuous hours of production.

STRAGHTER

FASTER

EASIER

Engineered and field tested by men who know sod cutting

SOD-Master incorporates dozens of exclusive features. The exclusive eccentric cutting knife action cuts sod cleanly... leaving no ragged edges. One man merely guides this dependable machine. SOD-Master does the work!

One man cuts up to 1000 sq. yards per hour with ease!

Eccentric cutting knife cuts sod cleanly.
Hand rubber traction roller really grips.
New Measure-Matic Divider measures and cuts strips to length automatically.

SEND FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION AND LOCATION OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER

SOD-MASTER CORPORATION
3456 N.W. WASHINGTON
MINNEAPOLIS 12, MINN.
cents. On top of this, there is thought to be some kind of magic in a price tag that carries a final figure, 9.

Tests show a higher priced article will outsell a lower priced one even if they are identical and placed side by side on a counter. For example, if you were to display two putters of identical brand and quality side by side, pricing one at $5 and the other at $3.95, odds are the higher priced club will sell first. What’s more, market researchers say this will happen even if you, or an employee of your pro shop, stands behind the counter and explains there is absolutely no difference between the two putters.

Moving out of the supermarket, the market men have found that buyers largely seek their counterparts in the cigarettes and automobiles they purchase. Dynamic fellows, it is claimed, prefer stronger brands of cigarettes and more powerful cars than Caspar Milquetoast types. Perhaps these are points the pro should keep in mind when he is fitting a member for a new set of clubs or selling him golf or wearing apparel.

The whole subject of buying psychology is one the pro can profitably indulge in.

College Tournaments

May will be a busy month for collegiate golfers. The Southern Conference tournament is scheduled for Danville, Va. on the 4th and 5th; the Atlantic Coast conference will hold its annual meet on the 11th and 12th while the Western Conference championship is carded for the 25th and 26th in Evanston, Ill. The NCAA tournament will be held on the Ohio State course, Columbus, June 24-30.

NOW WE HAVE IT!

The Product You Professionals and Managers Have Been Waiting For!

A NEW SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY

VELVA-TEE GLOSS SHINE

Cleans - Polishes - Waxes . . . IN ONE OPERATION

Here, at last, is a truly amazing time and labor saver for your club cleaning service. A slight spray from the aerosol container and in a jiffy it cleans, polishes and waxes wood heads to a sparkling luster—protects steel shafts from pitting. Puts a beautiful luster on leather golf bags and luggage.

Marvelous for furniture, wood panels, chromium, steel lockers, painted walls, etc. Members will want it for home use—a money maker. VELVA-TEE GLOSS SHINE was the "talk" of the recent PGA Seniors tourney, where pros from every section tried it—praised it—ordered it.

Simple directions on can tell you how to get quick, sparkling results with VELVA-TEE GLOSS SHINE and the long lasting, impregnated VELVA-TEE DUST CLOTH.

VELVA-TEE DUST CLOTH—gives utmost maintenance speed and economy! . . . After using VELVA-TEE GLOSS SHINE for initial cleansing treatment you need only wipe with the chemically treated VELVA-TEE DUST CLOTH to maintain the lustrous, protective finish . . . NO DUST—when cloth becomes dirty it shakes out in wax particles; when excessively dirty simply wash, dry and spray with VELVA-TEE to restore effectiveness. It works magic—be sure to order it with your VELVA-TEE—69c price carries usual discount.

ORDER NOW—BE READY FOR SPRING

COLUMBIA CHEMICAL CO.

154 E. ERIE ST., CHICAGO 11, ILL.